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Introduction

I.

This fastback is about changing human behavior in everyday settings
in thvchool and name. You will finen it many practical principles and
suggestions for changing the behavior of children and youth d task
facing every teacher and parent.

The approach to human bphavior outlined in these pages is galled
behavior analysis, which is based on that approach to psychology called
the experimental analysis of behavior. My general plan of this fastback
k first to introduce you to the ABC model of behavior,. then to outline a
general plan for changing behavior, and finally to see how the general
plan works in practice. This will be done by applying behavior analysis
principles to three cases involving: a child who acts aggressively (a
behavioral. excess), a student said to be unmotivated (a behavioral
deficit), and an unruly class (a group-management problem).

There ,s a final step, which is beyond the scope of this fastback. That
is the improvement of your skills in changing behavioir, and that is up to
yott. You must decidt how far you want to go ill extending your
knovJedge and 'skills beyond the rudiments presented in these pages.
Should you decide to continue, the resources at the end of this fastback
should he of help. But whatever you decide, you will find this booklet
useful; its principleslare applicable to a wide range of human action.

7
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Understanding Human Behavior :.
Two Orientations

several years ago a former student, Sandra, came lo my office. She
was'concernbd about a seven-year-old female who masturbated openly
in her classroom over a period of three Months. At one point she said, "I
think the' child has a poor self- concept." After hearing a number of
Details, I suggested at plan that involved, a few minor changes in the
classroom. Fortunately, the plan worked without a hitch. The child was
easily taught tod() other things.

Sandra's Visit disturbed me for weeks. To be-sure, I had had similar
visits from other former students but none That disturbed me as much as
Sandra's. I wondered' what many former students and Sandra had
learited or Jailed to learn in my course and in their methods classes.
Sandra had a degree in education, had been Leaching three years at the
time of her visit, and was gehuinely perplexed over what turned out to
be a relatively simple problem to correct. And I was partly responsible! I
and others had failed to teach her practical ways to deal with a variety of
problem behaviors. The fundamental difficulty appeared to lie in the-
way in which Sandra 'perceived the problem in where she had been
ti-aight to look for an explanation of behavior..

So lie people, like Sandra, search for explanations of behavior:. by

focusing ott factors thought to reside in some way within the person.
When attempting to explain behavior, these people use such terms as at-
titudes, beliefs, values, habits, motives, intelligence, self-concept, and
so on. There are hundreds'of terms that refer to feelings or inner .
that presumably at.rount for various actions. Sandra appeared to be
partial to self-concept. On the other hand, some people, those who call



tilt:110;1%es behasior analysts, attempt to understand behasior by focus-
ing on the act itself ar)rtiiil the environmental circumstances surrdund-
mg it.

Consider the following situation of an eighteen-year-old female
named Jill. On seseral occasions Jill bought clothes for herself and'
chorged,tftem to her patents' account. They found out abotit these sh'op-

.4
pulp wreo ?Alien the next charge account balance statenfent arrived and
alter .till had worn the new silothes. On each occasion they had scolded
fill, but wilhout apparent effect. When asked. for an explanation of her
daughter's twilit% ior, Jill's mother referred to Jill's "irresponsibility" and
her "uncaring attitude toward Ow family." This kind of explanation is
%cry common in eseryday life. But note that it focuses on two assumed
inner factors: irresponsiklity and uncaring attitude.

A helms ior analsst might look at this situatio, from a different
perspectise, iocusing on the act of shopping itself. I.or example, as an
indication of the seriousness of the situation, ne might simply count the .

number of times Jill had made charges to her patents' account. He
mighr also tosus on the relationship between Jill's shopping and certain
ens ironmental circumstances, specifically, those rele(fant antecedents
and consequences tioat accompany the act of shopping.

Whether Jill is planning a date might be an important antecedent. It
might he found, for instance, that Jill buys clothes whenever she has a
date with a new tuau. We can assume that consequences are 'also
influencing Jill. She may attract compliments whenever she wears new
clothing. AM" shoal consequences may he invoked she likes what she
sees when she models her purchases in front of a mirror. There.even may
be a tactile consequence thdt plays a part in Jill's shopping she simply
likes the was the clothes feel. The fact that Jill's parents ultimately paid
for her purchases is still another ens ironmentat circumstance or conse-
quence that may, in part, account for Jill's actions.

ci us Miss compare the two orientations again. Jill's. mot turned
to inner factors to explain Jill's shopping ventures. The behavior
analysis approach, in contrast, focused on clothes-buying itself (its
ainounft the antecedents (when it occurred), and the consequences
following the purchases (attention, sisual and tactile stimuldtion, and
parents' po.meno. Note t hehas ior analysis did not concentrate on

9



factors within the, person whatever these might have been but on

obser s able actions and their link with environmental events. There is, of

course, a 11 t ping on within tlry individual. No one.questions.this.
flow-ever, the issue is whether what goes Jr 4 inside a person liltimate. ly.

controls overt action. Some psyctologists think not. .

Teachers and parents are in a relatively good position to make the
kinds of observations I. have been describing. If, indeed, much of
human action is under the influence of antecedent and consequent en-
s ironmental conditicns, then we must pay closer attention to these con-

ditions once, we are clear -bout the bohavior we wish to change. Th,
steps outlined in this fastback are designed to get you to do just that.

Many y'ears ago I tailed to teach Sandra where to look for clues that
might he useful in changing behavior. I hope I will be more successful

N ith you.

li
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The ABC Model of Behavior

Up to this point I have used an anecdote to illustrate a model of
behavior analysis without naming it. It is sometimes called the ABC
model of behavior, where A refers to the antecedent that occasions or
cues the behavior, B refers to the behavior itself, and C refers to a con-
sequent event that increases the likelihood of the behavior occurring
again. In the case of Jill, attention wa's a plausible consequence (C) that
made shopping (13) more likely on the occasion (A) of an upcoming
date

Ilnderstanding the ABC model of behavior is essential to the
behavior analysis approach. Whenever we nt to teach anybody
anything, we must pay close attention to what resented, how the per-
son responds. and what happens afterward. Consider, for example, the
lecture method. It is still u widely used method of instruction, yet it has
not prosen to he especially effective. This may he due.to the heavy em-
phasis gis en to presentation (A), and the relative neglect of student
responses during the presentation (B) and what happens after these
responses are made (C).

More About Antecedents
I

N'hy he a person pass the salt when asked to do so or answer the
phone when it rings? I he answer lies in the person's past Warning ex-
periences. We learn to respond to environmental cues because we have

been rewarded for doing so. We learn to respond to the "right" -nteced-
ent stimuli or events but not the "wrong" ones as a result of discrimina-
tion training. Such discrimination occurs when a behavior is rewarded in



the presence of a particular stimulus, hat not rewarded when other
stimuli are present. t hits ,only a certain stimulus (or combination of
stimuli) comes to ow the belabor. I his type of leiuning does not
nec.cssai insohe another per .on. I or example, cave men probably
first lied to hank a hre by being rewarded (finding embers the next
intltung) tot responding appropriately to the stimuli of glossing cinders.
\IONt often v.e respond to more than one antecedent stimulus or cue
simultaneously, tc,,r example, when we learn to enter an elevator after
the up fight comes on, the doors open, and a one sounds.

You can no doubt think of many situations in which prior or ante-
cdent stimuli control your haat nit'. But ui the way of illustration, let

,
me confess a personal stimulus .:ontroi Nituanon. I have found that the
regular bather of ihe shop I pat roni/e does. a good job on try hair but
not on my heard. I he V. echieWay barber (the regular barber is off on

ednesday)) Joes a much better lob on my beard,or so it Wens to me.
base theietore learned to dicer ;initiate. When it is time for a haircut, I

co to Ow regular ham her beard cuts ate scheduled for the Wednesday
barber

V. hat I haY e been describing is not unlike what happens sshen a child
hch,ises halls ui the presence of one parent but not the other;or when
person ,ass one thing in tune situation but does the opposite in another.

In the tits! ace, the child has learned to discriminate bemeen parents.
nui patent ha, .probabl rkarded problem behaviors, the other has

not In the second cast, acting with duplicity Is sontetit4s interpreted as

Its pos.i is% Rut note that here the explanation for "hypocrisy'" is located
.:1,unk in the en% uonment, not mdthut the person in the form of a trait

istic called fly poi:11 110.

More About Consequence%

4reph.., %%hat wines ;tire: a resp,nse (consequence) is as impor-

tant as %%h.( s.onies before it (antecedent). lor most people, getting a
speeduiF rtcket loyss them docsii; losing a 'arge sum of money in the

market alms their later imetmetit practices; eating, an excellent
in an inexpensive restaurant makes a return y 'sit likely; meeting an

person of the opposite sex may up some delightful
tania.les We s.onstantly are affected by evenis that folloyy our actions.
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Sortie of these events are presented or "turned on" after we act, while
Others are removed or "turnecl_off." We will exanine some effects of
turning on and turning ofl events called reinforcers (rewards) and pun-
ishers. Rein ftrcers and puniThers are two prime movers of human
behavior. Let us first examine the idea of reinforcement in more detail.

A
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Reinforcement and Behavior

There are two types of reinforcers, positive and negative. Both
strengthen behaviors but in different ways. Practically speaking, positive
reinforcement involves turning on an event after a response occurs;
negative reinforcement involves turning one pff. Both procedures, as I
have said, strengthen behavior.

Try your hapd,at determining whether the incidents below illustrate
pw;itive or negative reinforcement..

A comedian retains in his repertory only those jokes that get favor-
able audience reactions.
A woman adds a touch of lemon oil to her German cheesecake and
finds that its taste improves. She adds lemon oil to all subsequent
cheesecgkes.

Did you decide that both episodes illustrate pd." reinforcement?
In the first case, audience reaction is a positively reinforcing event

ibecause it makes the retentior of certain jokes more likely. Similarly,
`the resporse.ot adding lemon oi! to the cheesecake is strengthened by a
subsequent event, improved taste.

Now try your hand with these two.

Many people buckle their seat belts in order to turn off an irritating
buzzer.
Rosalie got a big smile from her teacher immediately after com-
pleting all the assigned math problems.

Since buckling is strengthened by turning off an unpleasant event, the

14
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first as illustrates negative reinforcement. The second case is a little
tricky. Since no-change in behavior is implied, this is an indefinite inci-
dent. Rosalie did not change hex behavior as a result of her teacher's
smile. It is important to remember Kat a reinforcer or punisher is de-
fined by its effect on behavior, not by whether it looks like a reward or
punisher.

Your next test is bit longer. Before you attempt it, let me°point out
that the principles described here are applicable to desirable as well as
undesirable behaviopt The situations below reflect this notion.

Jason makes his bed Each morning and thus avoids his mother's
cbmplaints.
A teacher encourages creativity by acknowledging students' inno-
vative compositions but not their routine ones.
A politician discovers that choosing his words carefully keeps him
from angering his constituents.
Melissa's father removes a splinter from her hand. Subsequent
splinters send her running to him for help.
Kingsley's tantrums are frequent because his parents give in to his
demands. .

Kingsley's parents have learned to quell his outbursts by complying
with his wishes.

Now let sue how accomplished you have become. Since Jason
avoids his mother's complaints by making his bed, the act of bed-
making has been negatively reinforced. Jason himself was not negatively
reinforced; his hed-making was. This restriction forces us go focus on a
person's actions and what follows them. In the second case, the teacher
posit ely reinforced innovation by recognizing only truly creative com-
positions. Since thetpolitician prevents anger by sneaking cautiously, his
scriml hehasior is negatively reinforced by his constituents. Melissa runs
to tier father hecause doing so has been negatively reinforced by the
fermis al of something unpleasant. Positive and negative reinforcement
are both illustrated in the last situations First, since Kingsley's tantrums
are followed by his getting his way, his parents are strengthening this
hehas ior through positise reinforcement. Second, Kingsley is negatively
reinforcing his parents' actions; he simply "turns ofr' when they accede

15
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to his demands. As we interact with others, we may reinforce, ignore, or
punish, each other's behavior. The last two situations reflect this
reciprocal character ot social relationships: Kingsley's parents reward
his tantrums positively; he m ;urn rewards their reactions negatively.
You may want to take note of who does what to whom the next time you
interact with someone.

Avoidance and Escape

The concept of negative reinforcement helps us understand how we
learn to avoid or escape many unpleasant things in life. Suppose a father
says to his son, "Go to your room but the son refuses. The father thenroom " but

loudly, "Go to your room or II smack you!" This is quite enough;
the son complies arfd thug avoids the smack: Avoidance learning, as in
this case, refers to behavior that prevents the possibility of unpleasant
consequences. Escape learning, in contrak, refers to havior that ter-
minates an existing unpleasant consequence. Technically, the n eid

bc

not escape from the smack since it was threatened but not delive cd.
We, sometimes see people do things for whivh they get no appirerit

*Ireward.' For 'eianiple, you may know a child who keeps to himself on ,
the playground rather than joining his peers. Since being alone is not
considered to be particularly rewarding, this child might be said to be
socially withdrawn. But if we ask, "What's controlling this behavior?"
the answer may well lie in the child's learning history. The child may

ha%e learned to avoid painful situations. A characteristic of avoidance
helms iors is that they may occur with little awareness that they are based
on Ott; avoidance of something unpleasant. In serious cases, it is helpful
to interpret %ariotls defensive patterns of adjustment in terms of
avoidance and escape behaviors.

What is important to keep in mind when analyzing behavior for
which there is no apparent reward, such as avoidance, is that you may
not he aware ot the events in the person's life that are functioning as
rewards, or the behavior you .ire observing may be rewarded only occa-
sionally and you are not privy to these occasions. This leads us to the
topics of classifying reinforcers and schedules of reinforcement, which

no consider in turn.

1? 16



Classifying Reinforcers'

Reinfof/cers may he classifiedlinto four broad categories: activities,
tangiye, and primary. Given human differences, what is a rein-

forcer will vaiy considerably, of course from one person to another. A
few common reinforcers are listed under each category below. Try add-
ing sonic of the things you find rewarding to the lists. What activities d
you enjoy? that tangibles do you priLe?

A etiviiws Tangible ')riniary

Watching TV Attention Money Fov.i
Reading Clothing Oxygen
Playing games Hugs Sports cats Sex
Thinking Proximity Jewelry . Liquids
Riding a bicycle Praise Pictures Warmth
Workirg a puzzle Touching Records Sleep '

I he e.amples above covering the four categories providt.: only a hint
of the urs range and variety of events that can serve reinforcers
lor our actions. [O ex-ample, access to TV (an activity) may be the con-
sequence for completing a homework assignment; doing a favor for
someone may he followed by a smile and hug (social); an A perched
atop one's term paper (tangible) is the usual result of outstandikii
academic performance, and so on. I shall return to thtse categories
when I take up tits topic of motivation.

Schedules of Reinforcement

Our actions are not always followed by teinforcers or punishers.
en a successful bill collector is not always rewarded Mr his efforts;

some 101k% just don't pay. And some drivers run red lights many times,
before they got caught. the particular schedules in which reinforcement
occurs are called schedules of reinforcement. Behaviors that arc at-
tributed to such factors as drives, needs, or attitudes might, according
to batik nn analysis, be more.profitably attributed to the effects of rein-
forcement schedules. Um instance, if a ifudent works Ibng and hard on

'' s



a project, she may he doing so not so much because of some inner drive,
it

peed; orattnude but because some schedules of reinforcement gewrate

high and stable laws of per formance.
I here arc mans possible schedules, and they may he combined in

complex ways. Schedules lime powerful and ubiquitous etltey 6rmArgiet

bdias tot, although their influence often goes unnoticed. I will describe
below cservday examples of basic reinforcement schedules, Each type

has charactelistic effects on behavior.
onritiniis reinforcement is when a particular response is reinforced

each time it occurs. Eating is usually reinforced continuously before

' we' feel full, each bite of food is rewarding. Apparatus kept in good

4, T Ong order also reward ars continuously. For example, every time we

turn on our telesision set, we are rewarded by the picture and sound.

Intermittent rew f t is another type of scheduling, which is

Most prevalent in social situaiont and can occur in four ways: 1) fixed
rat to, 2) salable rat to, 3) fixed inters al, and 4) variable interval, In ratio
s,..11-dules, reinforcement depends nn the number of times a particular

cponse occurs.. It reinforcement isoLjelivered after a constant number

of re oonses, the schedule is called fixed-ratio or FR; if the number of

responses wine., tt is a sariahle- ratio or VR .chedule. l'aying people on

a 'net.: rate hams or rewarding students when they complete a fixed
number of problems are two esamp:es of FR schedules.

R schedules are also quite president in daily life. The bill collector

r et erred to ear her is subject to a VR schedule of reinforcement, as are
athletes. Bart tug aserag.es in basebalj and percentage of baskets made at

ofte trecthrtss line in basketball are numerical indicators 'of VR
schedule.. And the obsession of gamblers or the football aficionado
ss fio sits glued to his television set is a mystery only to t hose %Sho are

units\at e of the power of VR schedule).. It is common to see teachers and

patents slung! om continuous to VR schedules of reinforcement as they

teach children new skills. A Mother may praise her young son for nearly

es et response he makes learning to tie his shoe for the first time; but at

later stages of learnm.t. her praise reflects a VR pattern.
Ratio schedules of reinforcement depend on one's own actions. Con-

sider the kit collector once again.. His Joel of actisity is shat determines

when and how often he receis es a payoff - the more contacts he makes,

1 j 18
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the greater the likelihood of collecting an overdue account. Bin with in-
terval schedules, the passage of time determines whether a particular
response is 1 eVial Jed; and it doesn't much matter what a person does f.

during this time. For example,w ailing for.an elevator iti'volves interval
scheduling. On one occasion standing by Ow elevator is rewarded (by
the opening of the elevator door) after, say, 10 seconds; on another oc-
casion after 126 sionds; and on still another, after 48 seconds, and so

on. What the person does while waiting has no infltknce on the arrkal
of the elevator.

In a fixed-interval or II schedule of reinforcement, the first appropri-
ate response that occurs alter a fixed period of time elapses is reinforced.

A student who is praised every five minutes for working diligently is on
an Fl schedule, assuming that praise is functioning as a reinforcer. On a
%ariableirlters:al or VI schedule, the first appropriate response aftet a
sariable time inter'.. ias elapsed is reinforced. Waiting.for an elevator,
since it arrives at variable intervals of time, exepplifies a VI schedule.
Unhappily,' some parents reward and punishl their children on VI
schedules based more on the events in their lives that cause vacillations ,
in their mood than on any characteristics ox their children's behavior. It
is not surprising that this incongruity often brings harmful results in
child tearing.

In most asoects of daily life, the basic reinforcement schedules
described aboc oc,:tir in combination. A salesman on salary and com-
mission, for example, is subject to a mixed 11 and FR schedule of rein-
forcement.

Discontinuation of Reinforcement

When a tem totcer that had once maintained a particular behavior is
discontinued or s%:thheld, the haw. ior is likely to weaken or decline in
frequency. PsOwlogists refer to this as extinction.

An earlier example 01 positive reinforcement was illustrated by the
comedian who kept certain jokes in his routine because his audiences
liked them. Actually, the process of extinction was probably involved

sonic lokes brought warm applause and laughter and were
thus reinforced, others were met with agonizing silence. Needless to say,

19



the .elling of these latter jokes was extinguished. In another previous ex-

/ ample, knigsley's parents rewaidedhis,tantrums by giving him what he

scanted. I IllsICall then could have manttged to ignore every instanee of

Lis timtrums, they might well have been eliminated (extinguished).
One final point about extinction needs che made. Avoidanqe

beliaviors (maintained by negatjve reinforcemeM arc stubbornly resis-

. t ant ud the est itha ion process. Perhaps this is becau0e negative reinforce-

ment prekenr:71 person from finding out that painful stimuli 'are no
longer operating in a situation.

Punishment

tinctiot, is not the only way to weaken or eliminate certa in

hehas ins. l'unishmeitt.4.,,another way. Psychologists are in general ,
agr.eenient that it punishriletitis used at all, it should be used sparingly
and yk Ir caul ion.

There are two tyres of punishment. Type 1 is when an event is
pre sentcd (turned on) after a response occurs and thus the respovis4
we,ikened is, it decreases in frequenef oriikelthood). Type
kY hen an es ei4t is removed (turned of) a,ter a response and thus the
response is weakened In other words, type 1 involves presenting some-

thing unpleasant et a response occurs, while type 2 involves taking

\azniething pleasant il1k, Both procedures weaken the response. There

' is a certain parallelism between positikelind negative reinforcernentland
--iype I and rope 2 punishment. In the case of reinforcement, what is

presented IN something positive, and what is removed or prevented is
fiegank e. A punishment procedure reverses they what is presented is

something negat R e; what is removed is positive.
Now let's see if you can determine whether the following situations

are type I Lir, type 2 punishment.

A comedian drops certain jokes from his routine whenever his au-
diences boo them.
Darrel's father fines him 50C each time he swears in front of his lit-

tle sister. Swearing stops after the elk.enth fine.

In the first situation we find that whenever audiences respond to a
joke by presenting sornethig unpleasant (booing), the joke is dropped.

21 20



This, of course, fits our definition of type I punishment. Notice that
three prominent processes have affected our comedign's joke-telling be-
havior: positive reinforcement, extinctioi., and type I punishment. In
Darrel's case, something positive150) was removed each time he swore
in his sister's presence. Since sweating didiinished, this .was a type 2
punishment.

Ty two more:.

As Billy reached for the cookie jar, his mother yelled, "Get your
hand away from there!" He stopped reaching,
Lori got her hand slapped hard as she reached for the toys on dis-
play in a store.'She np_ longer raiheslor things on displa,), unless
she first gets permissi6n.

Billy and Lori have both experienced type 1 punishment since, in
both cases, the behavior was weakened. The punish presented wasiver-
bal in the first episodet("Get your hand away faint therefin and physical
(the slap) in the second.

Lori's situation demonstrates an important outcome of punishment.
If we assume that asking permission functioned as an avoidance \"
response, then we can see ho.' punishment and negative reinforcement
go hand in hand: asking permission was negatively reinforced because it
prevented further contact with a pfri.shing c-ont.

Discontinusition of Punishait

Reinforcement strengthens behavior, punishment wakens it. BLt
these effects may disappear if the procedures are cr.ontinued. Discon-
tinuation of reinforcement may lead to a uecrease in behavior.
Ho- ...er, when a behavior has been punished, it may later reappear if
the punisilimg ev ant is withheld consistently That is, discontinuing
punishment may lead to an incr2ase in a previously punished behavior.
Thus, in Darrel's example, fining him for swearing may stop the swear-
ing, but it may do so only if the possibility of a fine continues to exist.

There is a.iiple evidence to support the position that punishmen' may
not he the best away to stop or prevent undesirable behavior. Juvenile
:linqueitcy provides a good example. Punitive programs have 5ng

been used as a v.ay of coping with juvenile delinquency, but these pro-
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grams have had a depressing history. While punishment may suppress
unlawful activity, its effects are not permanent in far too many cases.
Many delinquents have simply learned to avoid getting caught and
punikhed. When away from the watchful e5es of parents or other
authority figures, their unlawfulness reappears, maintained by suppor-
tive peers and the various rewards associated With the criminal activity
itself. Recen work With delin ,,petits has had mot' positive results. Pro-
grams that remove juveniles from situations than may have induced

delinquency in the first place and that put juveniles in situations where
they can learn desirable behaviors, such as academic, athletic, occupa-
tional, and communication skills, are beginning to show positive results
compared to programs preoccupied with punishment.

O

Testing Your Knowledge

This final qui', covers several of the principles 1 have talked about.
See if you can determine whether the following situations illustrate
positiv'e reinforcemen(, negative reinforcement, extinction, type I

punishment, type 2 punts lent, or none of these.

Thelma'i parents 'ignored her attempts to talk about school. She,
no longer brings the subject up.
hank used to greet his colleague with friendly "hellos" and other
similar expressions. Subsequently, Frank's greetings were met with

sarcastic comments. After several weeks of this, Frank stopped
speaking to his colleague.
'Tamara's new haircut brought rave reviews. She has decided to
adopt her new coiffure permanently.
John touched Mary Ellen. She hauled off and slapped him.
Whca he was firs! married, Jim liked to do the weekly grocery
shopping. Almost invariably, though, he was criticized on. his re-
turn for forgetting items, paying too much, and so on. He has

since stopped shopping.
A golfer changed his swing after a long series of drives hooked far

to the left.
Whenever little Mary jumped up and down on the sofa while
watching. TV. it was turned off for two minutes. She stopped
juntpkg after the TV had been turned off five times.
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Thelma's attempts to talk about school were ignored. attention was

withheld. This situation illustrates extinction. Frank stopped speaking
to his colleague because speaking was followed by unfriendly com-
ments. 1 his illustrates type I, puntshment. .1 amara's case, positive
reintorcenent probably explains her decisiOn to make a permanent
change in hair style. Without more information we don't know how the
slap allt.-Aed John's behavior, so we can't sayAny principle is illustrated.

I ype I punishment (nagging criticism) appears to have been the key ac-
tor in eliminating Jim's trips to' the grocery store. 1 he golfer's swing, at

NI,east initially, was negatively reinforced. By altering his swing, it enabled
him to avoid had,drise shots. Type2 punishment accounts for the ces. a-

non of Mary's jumping.
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A General Plan for Behavior Change

In this section 1 shall describe a nine-step plan for changing behaVior.

Ofscou r se, describing these steps is much easier than applying them; but

if you are cautious and conservative in your approach, if you learn to

walk before you run, your success in changing behavior will improve.

There are no handy, sure-fire recipes to be mechanically applied,

Sometimes the nine-step plan outlined below can be implemented rather
easily, sometimes not. However, regardless of difficulty, we must apply

the plan more like an artist than a mechanic. The nine steps to behavior

dirge are:

Step One. Define behavior

Step Iwo. Estimate its level or amount

Step Three. Set atiainable goals

Step Four. Identify potential motivators
Step Five. Select procedures

Step Six. ReheArse procedures

Step Seven. Implement plan

Step Eight. Monitor results
Step Nine. Maintain gains

This general plan is appropriate whenever we are dealing with too

much behavior (an excess), too little (a deficit), or inappropriate

behavior. Physical aggression and monopolizing conversations are ex-
amples of behavioral excesses, lack of motivation and extreme shyness

are examples of deficits. Breaches in etiquette, such as telling jokes at a

funeral, are examples of inappropriate behaviors. The plan is applicable
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not only for changing someone else's behavior but also for changing
one's own. Before taking a closer look at each step in the plan, let me
address some important preliminary matters.

Some Preliminary Concerns 0

Foremost among these concerns are questions about ethics.. Whether
a teacher or h parent, the following kinds of questions need to be raised
before you attempt to implement a behavior change plan:*Will a change
in behavior serve the best interest of the child's emotional and social
development? Does the child have a reasonably good chance of achiev-

ing the change goals? Am I competent to deal with the problem? Will I
be using the most humane procedures possible? Am I violating any of
the person's civil-rights? These often are not easy questions to answer,
but we must nonetheless do our best in confronting them. It is not
generally acceptable, for instance, to deprive a person of food or other
bask necessities as a means to motivate or change behavior. Nor would
it he acceptable to tamper with a student's right, say, of free speech.

A second concern is obtaining background information before you
begin your plan. It is important to get information directly related to the
beliasior with which you will be working. Try to get at least tentative
answers to five key questions: How long has the behavior been going
on? How has it been dealt with in the past? Under what conditions does
it occur? How often does it occur? What usually happens immediately
following its occurrence? If the last three questions sound familiar, they
should; they each relate to a component of the ABC model discussed
earlier.

These arc important questions. The first ells us something about
how easy or difficult behavior change could be. if the problem behavior
has a long history, your task may he relatively difficult. With the second
question, you may Lind that in the past several people have tried various
techniques to alter the problem behavior with little or no success. The
last three questions are important for reasons previously given, which I
restate here: Wheneser we want to teach anybody avything 4ihey are
capable of learning. we must pay close attention to .rior conditions,
how the person responds in the presence of these conditions, and what
happens afterward.
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Since most human behavior takes place in social settings, you will

also need to identify the people who will be involved in your program.
Who will help you with the plan? Who might hinder it? Teachers, ad-

ministrators, parents, siblings, relatives, and friends are all people who

can make or break your program. After you identify key people to assist

you, enlist t heir help in designing the program. People are more likely to

support programs they have helped to design. Now let's take a closer

look at each step in the general plan.

Step One: Define Behavior

The behavior analysis approach to change is based on the direct

obserYation of behavior, where and w)len it occurs, and what happens

afterward. First the behavior must pitr defined. Defining behavior means

being clear and specific about t ehavior we want to change. It means

describing behavior so that ers can observe the. ame behavior as you

do.
o describe a student as "very aggressive" is not specific or clear

enough. People can be verbally or physi;:ally,aggressiik, or both. And

they can he verbally and physically aggressive in many differ( at ways.
Verbal aggression involves swearing in some cases, sarcasm in others.
Sonic physically aggressive children will bite and scratch, others will

push or punch. 1 o determine what "very aggressive" means, we must

find out what the person does and how often. As we watch the student

closely, we may find that he is physically but not verbally aggressive,

that is, he hits. kicks, and shoves others. These behaviors can he
counted and recorded. In tact, if we cannot count or measure these acts

in some systematic way, we have not adequately defined aggression. The

definition of behavior must not only he clear, it must be as complete as
possible. Defining aggression in terms of hitting, kicking, and shoving is

adequate if that is af; the person does. But it is an incomplete description

it the person also throws things, pulls hair, and pinches.
"She's plain Lary" is an inadequate description of behavior. How

would you count that? "She's unmotivated" may sound more profes-
sional, but n is realty Just as vague as "plain lazy." How would you
measure "unmotivated?" «e must N. specific about what the person
do% or doe's no/ do to merit being called laiy or unmotivated.
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If defining behavior requires that we focus on what a person does, it
follows that the definition must make use of action verbs verbs that
direct our attention to I kkhaviors that can be seen or heard. Hitting,
kicking, and shoving are ct ion verbs in this sense, as are painting, sing-
ing, wrung, spOaking, nd running; but appreciating, thinking, and
understanding are not.

Defining behavior in observable and measurable terms is the founda-
tion of the behavior analysis approaLh to changing behavior. In for-
mulating a definition it is important to observe how a person behaves in
a variety of situations. In the case of aggression, one might first observe
the person in those situations in which he has acted aggressively in the
past. A definition of aggression could then be developed by describing
those specific actions judged to beNiAzr.essive. Definitions for such terms
as well-mannered, good attitude, shyness, and verbal abuse can be
developed similarly. 1 he following chart offers a few sample definitions
of these terms to illustrate how behavior can be described clearly and
specifically. Note that the verbs used in the sample definitions direct our
attentiov to observable acts.

Situation

tiRtdent stho asks tot
help 111 algebra class

imursits toot hall coach
who is asked to 'details
most important plasCF
sharakierisits-

Term Sample Definition

Well-mannered Saying "Please," "Thank You,"
"May I." Speaking slowly and
softly

(toot] attitude Slums up at all practice
sessions, does ettra warm ups,

speaks posinsely about team
and coach, and hustles

student who keeps to Shsness Speaks only vshen spoken to,
hersll m s, hoot looks assay when talking, eats

), alone, keeps physical distance

from others (three or more feet)

Pat Ott v. hi) is k. r It! AI 01

tamils metrbcis
Verbal abuse Svsears at family members;

speaks negatisely of their dress,
looks, opinions, frtends
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Step Two: Estimate Amount of Behavior

After you have clearly llelined the behavior to he changed, you are
now ready to estimate how much or how often this behavior occurs.

You will need to count or record the behavior in some simple 0.:ay.
Recording behavior can be done by assessing products or records or by
direct observation. The resulting information can then be shown on a
chart or graph. This will enable you to see what has happened to the
behavior btifore and after change procedures are implemented in Step

Seven.
Much worthwhile information is available from the products,

records, or outcomes of people's actions. Teachers have always been in-

f ested in student products and records. often interpreting them
iumerically in terms of frequency (Sally turned in four homework
a signments.this month), rate air my reads 150 words per minute), or

percentage (Laura got 87°/o of het ath assignment right). Parents also

attend to records or outcomes of their children's behavior (mud tracks
on the living room rug or finger marks on the wall). Observational re-
cording requires that we personally observe and record behavior while it
is actually going on. Frequency, duration, latency, interval, and time-
sampling recording are procedures we use to do this.

In frequency recording we simply count how often acehavior oc-'

curs. Using the definition developed in Step One of our plan, we can
count how often a person acts aggressively, or swears, or does a good

deed.
In duration recording we take note of how long a behavior lasts. I

once used this method to resolve a dispute with my son. We disagreed
about the length of his showers, so I decided to record their duration.
Ile started taking shorter showers after I informed him that they aver-
aged just over 23 minutes. This little anecdote illustrates how specific

observational data can serve as a motivation for changing behavior; that

is, simply counting or timing your own or someone else's behavior can

he instrumental in changing it! Keeping tabsxm how often and how far

one jogs may encourage longer jogging sessions for some people; or

counting calories may discourage the nibbling of snacks. Keeping daily
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records of things you do or do pot do could help you gain a measure of
control over important aspects of your life.

Latency recanting is noting the time between the onsei of a signal or
cue and the response to it. Latency recording is a useful measure of
compliance or noncompliance for many kinds of instructions. An exam-
ple of latency is the response time a person takes to answer the
telephone. Some Usually answer after one or two rings, while some con-
sistently take longer. (I have been told that the response time for
answering the phone in England is generally longer than in the U.S.)

Interval recording requires that each observation session be divided
ti info equal intervals of time (usually seconds). One then notes whether a

behavior occurs at any time during each interval. For example, suppose
you wanted to observe someone studying. You would divide, say, a
IS-minute observational session into sixty 15-second intervals and sim-
ply ndte whether the person is studying (according to your definition)
during each interval. The first four intervals on your recording sheet
representing one minute of observation time would look like this:

r7,

This recor shows the person was studying during three of the four
15-second intervals.

Tune-sampling is easier to use than irrarval recording because it does
not require continuous observation. It can be used in a wide variety of
settings. Time-samplirvalso requires us to divide observation sessions
into equal intervals, but the intervals this time are longer (10, 15, 20
minutes). To use time-sampling we simply observe behatior at the end
of each'interval. For example, a principal might look in on a classroom
for a few moments every 20 minutes throughout the day to see how
many students are engaged in a particular activity. '

Since there arP weveral recording procedures to choose from, you
may need some general guidelines. Counting behaviors is the most ac-

.
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curate and you should use it whenever you can. You can count the

number of questions asked, Lomplaints voiced, pages read, words

spoken, self-references made, char's left undone, trees planted, and so

on. But what about recording the behavior of playing quietly" Can you

count that? Can you count studying? Watching television? Sim': these

and many other behaviors are. normally continuou3 or ongoing rather
than discrete events, they cannot be counted. But you can observe them

by using duration, internal, and time-sampling recording.
Now let's take a closer look at Step Two. Before you implement a

change procedure, you need to establish a baseline by using one or more

of the recording devices just described. But establishing a baseline may
take anywhere from a few seconds to four or five days, depending on the

amount of fluctuation. For example, a person's weight fluctuates little

from day to day, so this baseline would take only moments to establish.
It is simply a matter of getting on a scale and recording the weight. On
the other hand, many behaviors, such as physical aggression or
homework assignments completed, do fluctuate from day to day. In
these cases you would need to observe behaviors over several days in
order to establish an estimate of their frequency. Also, while observing
haselme bthasior, don't forget the other components of the ABC
model. I rY to find out when and where the behavior occurs
(antecedents) and pay close attention to the rewards (consequences) that

keep it going.
!here are several says tb record behavior. A simple chart or graph

will serse in most cases. An example follows. Ms. King, a geometry

teacher, is concerned about sixteen- year -oh' Keith, who habitually
!eters to his classmates in uncomplimentary terms like nerd, jerk, fatty,
slob, and the like. Srie" cides to put an end to it. After defining name-

calling, her next task is to determine how often Keith uses un-
complimentary terms. She counts the following number of incidents
oset a fise-day period: 15. 6, 6, 16, and 17. In Ms. King's chart below,

note that she does not record incidences of name-calling for,an equal

amount of time each day. She computes response rate by dividing f're-

quenc> of hehas ior by a unit of time, it this case in minutes. Whenever

the time or the opportunity for hchavior to occur varies, response rate is

a more precise measure than simply counting the number of incidences.
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RECORD CARD
.

Name: Keith

Behavior:

Where/When:

Fossil*

Day

Name-calling: calls others nerd, jerk, etc.

Geometry. Mostly with Nancy and Joy

Rewards: Attention from others. including me!

Number Time Rate/Minute
11/5 74c144 7kg 217(,4 .9:00-9:50 .30

11/6 75414.4 / 9:30-9:50 .30

11/7 754,4,/ / 9:15-9:45 ' .20

11/8 77544 7,54 7754,4 / 9:00-9:45 .35

11/9 7-M4 7741..Z 754/..l // 9:15-9:55 , .42

PARENT RECORD CARD

Name: Carson ___i___

.

Behavior M T W Th F
Up on time

Makes bed V V

Breakfast on time v

To school on time

From school on time

Do homework

Total points 3 4 3 2 .. 4
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For parents, a siinpler form of recording behavior might be more ap-

propriae. The chart on p. 3I is a type of checklist used by Mrs. Brown

for her nine-year-old son, Onion. Carson is a dawdler. In his niglher's

site, he is always late, which is disruptive to the family schedule.1*-
son thinks his mother nags at him to much. Mrs. Brown decided to use

the chart to keep a record of Carson's behavior. With such a record, she

has a baseline from which to judge progress as she attempts to change

his behavior.

Step Three: Set Attainable Goals

When you are clear abotit what behavior you want changed, you

then need to ask what the behavior should look like when the program is

completed. For example, should your goal be to reduce aggression ro a

zero level? Just how neat should a high school student keep her room?

Should Jimmy take the trash out every day? With behavior as serious as

physical aggression, you no doubt want to reduce it to zero or near zero

levels in almost all situations. But vihat about getting an already corn-

pulsive child to do her homework and practice the piano every day?

Setting goals must be tempered by what is appropriate and possible

ror you and the person with whom you are working. For instance, given

the best plan possible, some socially withdrawn people will not learn to

interact wet; with others, but some might become downright ex-

troverted. Some young people will make great academic strides, while

some will not no matter how limbic your goals. In other words, your task
.

in Step.Three is to set change goals that are both attainable and in the

test interest of the individual.

Step Four: Identify Potential Motivators

This is one of the most important steps in a behavior change plan.

When identifying motivators, remember that you are looking for poien-

tict/ rewards. Determining whether someth,ng is a reward is possible only

by observing how it affects a person's actions.
Watch carefully what a person does in as many situations and set-

tings as possible. A child who consistently chooses hamburgers or pizza
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over other foods, even in posh restaurants, obviously likes them.
Similarly. an adolescent who spends a lot of leisure time reading. talking
on the telephone, watching television, and playing tennis likes doing
these things. On the other hand, if someone says he loves opera but
declines every opportunity to attend a perform7nce or to listen to recor-
dings, we can suspect that talking about opera is more rewalkiing than
the music itself. As you observe what a person doets in various situa-
tions. keep in mind the reward categories mentioned earlier: activity,
social, tangible, and primarly. When you see someone do something
often, you have located an activity that might function as a motivator
later. Also, if you can identify the important people in ones life, they
might function as important social influences later on.

Another way to identify potential motivators is interview the person
himself as well as others who know him well. A teacher, for example,
might interview a child, his mother and fattier, and perhaps a former
teacher. These interviews take time; but if they help you to find effective
motivators, they will be well worth the effort.

If possible. interviews should be cc,,iducted individually to preserve
the independence of the responses. Ask a seriesAi gently probing ques-
tions related to each Zif the reward cat egories.tor example. in the activi-
ty categoi.y appropriate questions might be: What do you enjoy,doing_in
your spare time? What are your favofite- garne4-1-n -vchool2..AL.hortie7.
What are your favorite TV programs? What do you do after school?
How often do you do these things? This last question provides some in-
dication of the ititerrnt .1 the rewarding activity. Confirm,: your inter-
view, 1.,:king questions in each of the remaining reward categories. In
instances when children have difficulty responding to your questions,
you might try \hov.ing them a list of likely rewards (words orpictures) in
each category and ask them to point to those they like.

After interviewing perhaps three people, you should have quite a list
of possible rewards 'Die chart below'shows a list of activity rewards for
one child. The order of the rewards reflects how the child atd his
pat its differ in their perception of the importance of the rewards, at
least at the time of the interviews. All of this, of course, is only a rough
est'Illitie; the final test will cane when some of the rewards are used in a
behavior change program.
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Child Mom Dud

Playing outside
Riding bike
Fishing with Dad
Playing ball
Watching TV
Video gaines
Swimming

'Collecting things
Playing tennis
Making model

airplanes

Playing after school
Watching TV
Riding bike
Doing things with Dad
Talking on phone
Playing ball
Cooking with me
Reading

Playing
Going with me
Watching TV
Reading
Riding bike
Putt-putt golf

A cursory look at the activities on the list shows a fair amount of
agreement. Playing, watching television, bicycle tiding, and doing
things with Dad'are found on all three lists; while playing ball and
reading-appear on two. Taken together thpse are the activities that ap-
pear to b.: especially .rewarding for the child.

Step Five: Select Procedures

There are four important points to consider as you select and imple-

ment change procedures. First, timingdis critical. Good behavior change
procedures specify ways to deliver rewards immediately following

behavior. Under most circumstanceslhe sooner a reward follows a
,beha Dr the better. This is especially the case when we want to get a new

or improved behavior firmly established. However, once a performance
is well established, it is generally advisable to move to an intermittgt
reinforcement schedule of some kind.

In everyday life, of course, rewards are often delayed for minutes,
hours, weeks, and sometimes years. But there are intermediary rewards

that can sustain an activity until the ultimate reward is reached. For in-

stance, it takes many years of ?tudy to become a medical doctor. The
long chain of events associated with completing the academic re-
quirements for the M.D. degree provide a series of intellectual, activity,

and social rewards all along the chain. These rewards are immediate at
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The time they are received but intermediate in terms of the final goal of
achiethig the M D. degree.

Second, we must he onw%ieni in our use of rewards and in the execu-
tion of our plan. If a child is promised a certain reward on completion
of each homework assignment, then access to that reward should follow
completion every time. So remember that everyone involved in a
behavior change program must maintain a consistent approach.

Third, depniunion of rewards is likely to increase their motivating
'properties. This means that in designing your program you twist be con-
cerned not only with identifying potential rewards' for the person but
also with whether they can be controlled. For example, if a decision has
been made to use access to television as a'reward for doing homework, it
probably would not be effective if the student could see all the television
he wanted apart from your program. In other words, avoid building
rewards into a program if access.to them cannot be controlled or at least
limited.

Fourth, the amount of a reward has a bearing on its effectivenesN.
There are many examples of this in daily life. One child in a family may
require much more attention than a'sibling, or one person will mow
lawns for less money than another. You will need to determine just how
much or 'I reward (or punisher) to use. This can sometimes be tricky
business. -I oo much of a good thing may so satisfy a person that future
performance suffers, while oo little may fail to motivate.

Procedures liir Increasing Behavior ,

We shall now briefly survey a number of procedures for increasing br
decreasing behavior. While the procedures will be discussed separately,
there is no reason to select only one procedure good programs usually
incorporate se% eral.

('lunge the Phymeal Lnrironment. Sometimes just altering the en-
% ironment can ha% e beneficial effects on behavior. Teachers commonly
use this strategy. When two students cannot keep from talking to one
another, a new seating arrange tent sometimes does the' trick. Or if
assigned ma trials are too difficult different or supplementary materials

"'may he substituted. I his strategy can he used in't he home settingalso. A
. study area is set up where it is free from distractionsagile objects are

35
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placed out of a toddler's reach; high calorie foods are removed from the

house where a person is dieting.
keeping records is another aspect of this strategy. If a child forgets to

brush her teeth each morning, a self-recording Am taped to the
bathroom mirror may prompt brushing (especially if praise follows). An

elderly widow who has never handled the household finances can reduce

the (ruration associated with misplaced items if she learns to place bills

and other important documents in a convenient filing system. These are

relatively simple environment changes; but these changes, as well as

complex changes such as the advent of home televisiOn, can exert a

strong influence on human behavior.
Positively _Reinforce Desire'! Behavior. To improve or increase a per-

son's performance, positively reinforce its occurrence. This procedure

often involves ignoring (extinguishing) undesired behavior. Positive

reinforcement and chInging the physical environment are fundamental
strategies in behavior change. Thus, whenever feasible, try to use them

together.
Many examples of positive reinforcement can be given. One that

comes to mind took place in my living room. A young mother and her
twoyear-old daughter Anne came to visit. Anne went immediately to

the television set and began tugging at the control knobs. Instead of

physically or 'verbally punishing the child, the mother simply took Anne

gently by the hand, led her to a window, and said, "Anne, look at the

birdie on that tree." When Anne subsequently became engaged in more

desirable activities, her mother duly noted them. Thus, quite simply and

naturally. inappropriate behavior was ignored and acceptable behavior

was positively rewarded with selective attention.

A point or token reward system is another example of positive_rein-

forcement. Such a system can be used with individuals or an entire class.

A teacher might give points for certain social or academic tarsks. Later

the points can be exchanged for various rewards. Token or point re-

wards has e t he advantage of immediate feedback for performance and

increased motivation. However, this strategy probably should not be

used if simpler procedures will do.
Reward Successive Approximations. To teach someone to behave in

a new way, it is sometimes necessary to reward successive steps to the
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new behavior, beginning with behavior that only approximates the
new behavior. For example, chi dren sometimes have difficulty learning
a new task if they hipie mu acquired the subskills necessary to master it,
A wise teacher or parent will help the child learn the subskills needed to
perform the new task by breaking the new task down into component
parts and then selectively rewarding the performance of each subtask on
the way to the new behavior. If things go well, the new belplk:ir will
emerge in a series of small, gradual improvements. Rewaikliii sue-
cessiive approximations is a procedure useful in learning many skills,
such as writing, playing the piano, speaking French, or swimming..

Prompt Desired Behavior. In prompting, our attention shifts to
stimulus events prior to action. When a child is given a small gift and his
father interjects with "What do you say?" this cues the child to respond
with "Thank you." Note that father's interjection served as an extra
stimulus because young children often do not thank others without be-
ing reminded. The young girl in an earlier example was reminded to
brush her teeth by a self-recording chart taped to the bathroom mirror.
We can now say that the chart prompted brushing her teeth. A prompt,
then, is simply an extra stimulus that occasions an action. The use of
prompts in teaching improves our effectiveness. Rather than we for
responses to occur, we prompt them so they can be strengthened.

There are seseral types of prompts. Guiding an infant's hand to hold
and shake a rattle and guiding the arms of a golfer as she attempts her
first swings are examples of physical prompting. Saying "Look at me"
and "Don't forget your lunch money" are verbal prompts. The state-
ment "This animal says meow" is a verbal prompt for the response "cat"
when a child is shown a picture of a cat. Training wheels attached to a
.bicycle are mechanical prompts. Giving directions by pointing illustrates
gestural prompting. Pictures can serve as prompts when they accom-
pany tic;w words in a language primer.

A problem occurs when people become too dependent on prompts.
This calls for a technique called fading, which is the gradual eliniination
of a prompt. At some point, for example, training wheels must be
eliminated so that normal bike riding will occur. One can usually fade
training whei.sis by adjusting them upward in a series of small steps until
they are eliminated completely.
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Model [)esired Behavior. A substantial amount of human behavior is

learned by ()kers ing how others act. To teach someone a new behavior,

we often prompt an Imitative response by performing or demonstrating

ourselves. Parents and teachers are quite familiar wittutis procedure.

A mother shows a child how to sew a basting stitch and then rewards the

child's attempts at imitation. When people learn to pronounce new

words. perform a dance step, or play tennis, they are frequently in-

structed to imitate the behavior of their teacher.

Imitation also occurs in the absence of planned instruction. In fact,

children learn many social behaviors informally through imitation. A

powerful anti-smoking public service spot on television illustrates this

point. A father and his young son are shown walking down a country

road. After the boy makes a few imitative responses (kicking a pebble

after his father does), the two are seen sitting under a tree. The father

then lights a cigarette and places the pack between them. As the scene

ends, the son is seen picking up the pack and looking at it. The viewer is

left with the clear impression that someday smoking also will be im-

itated
!his I V spot mirrors life. There is, in fact, a growing body of

evidence showing that people do learn desirable (honesty) and unde-

sirable (dishonesty) behaviors by observing how prestigious people act.

his es idence indicates ttwt children are especially likely to imitate

others when I) they ubserse a model rewarded for desirable behavior

(seeing undesirable behas tor go unpunished may also induce imitation),

2) they themselses are rewarded for imitating, 3) the model is pres-

tigtous, and 4) they perceive a similarity between the model and

t hemsels es. I hus, when using a modeling procedure, have a prestigious

person model a desirable behasior and make sure that imitative re-

sponses are rewarded.

('ontructing. The use of contracts with children and adults has

brought about some remarkable changes in behavior. A contract is

usually a written agreement between two or more people that specifies

I) required behaviors, 2) the individual responsibilites of the people

involved, 3) rewards and privileges, and 4) a monitoring system for de-

termining when rewards and privileges are due. Sometimes bonus ar-

rangements and sanctions for contract violations are also included.
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Contracting iS a procedure that shows the direct relationship of behavior
to consequences, and it is a ready means to help settle disputes the
contract ran he brought out 10 lind out who promised what in the orig-
inal agreement.

Contracts can be rather simple as this example illustrates: "Pete
agrees to make his bed, take out the trash, and walk the dog each day.
lie will earn one point for each of these chores. Failure to earn at least
ten points per week means no television on Sunday. Twenty points
means an extra dollar allowance." It's generally a good ideatto date and
sift contracts. In this case mother, father, and Pete would sign.

With older children and adults, contracts should be negotiated. All
parties should view the contract as fair and enter into it with realistic in-
tentions of carrying it out. Finally, you should strive to state contracts in
language that is positive. The text should contain more do's than don'ts.
If problems arise, renegotiate and try again.

Procedures for Decreasing Behaviors

1 he following procedures to reduce undesirable behaviors are
classified into three levels in order of preference, though sometimes cir-
cumstances call for a different order within each level,

Level I: Reward other behavior, reward lower rates of misbehavior,
or reward incompatible behavior.

Level II: Ignore the behavior, response cost, negative practice,
tinteout (nonexclusionarY).

Lod III: Timeout (exclusionary), verbal reprimands, overcorrec-
tion, physical restraint.

At level I, the use of rewards predominates. These are the pro-
cedures you should emphasi/e. Those in Level ill are last-resort pro-
cedure*. Before trying any of them ask yourself: Have I tried seriously
to use alternative procedures in the first two levels? If not, refrain from
Level III procedures.

Rewarding Other Behavior is a simple procedure in which desirable.
behavior is reinforced at the end of a specified interval, proviied that an
undesirable behavior is absent during the interval. For example, Jamie
watches television after school about five hours each day. His mother
decides to reduce this amount by dividing after-school hours into half-
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ho... 'Segments and rewarding lny other behavior (reading, playing,

talking with family inembors) whenever Jamie refrains from watching
tele.iston during the segment. The length of the intervals would be in-
teased gradually as things progressed. Note that Jamie's mother began

at a level (30-minute intervals) lower than the initial level of watching

television. I his is a characteristic of good behavi, change program;

ming. Thus when designing programs, strive to arrige things so that
desirable behavior can be rewarded in a series of small steps toward im-

provement.

Re,,urding I over Rates of Beha.viorialso is a method designed to
reduce behavior gradually. This procedure might be applied when some-

one consumes too many calories. Suppose a student consumes about

4,000 calories per day when 2,000 ought to be consumed. One might ar-
range special rewards to follow daily consumption of 3,600 calories or

less, then '3,3(X), and so on, until an acceptable level is reached.

Rewarding Intatimpaohle Behavior is a procedure that offers more
-ontrol over misbehavior than those discussed so tat It is designed to

strengthen behas tor that is functionally contrar he misbehavior.

Suppose a student engages in four problem .is tors: out-of-seat,

otHask. taking others' materials, and leaving the classroom without

permission. Rather than confront all four problems simultaneously-, one

might begin by rewarding tie student for completing assignments. The
problem behaviors cannot occur at the same time because they are in-

vompanhle with completing the assignment. Therefore, a successful

program of rewards will redce the problem behaviors. This procedbre

is a power tut approach to use when someone engages in a variety of

misbehaviors.,

ktrorm the Behavior or extinction is the first of our Level II pro-
.edures. Ignoring behas Rif means nut attending :o it in any way, not
:ommenting. on it. and not looking in its direction. You may not be able

to ignore mishehasior in a classroom if the rest of 'he students are

unable to ignolc it or if it is causing harm to the indiv idual or others.

Here is a nation that Illustrates extinction: An eleven-year-old male

developed a habit ot "nervous eye blinking." His mother and younger

sister talked a lot about it in his presence. After a medical examination
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ruled out phYsical problems, his mother and sister consistently ignored
it. It was, gone in several weeks.

Response Cost is a procedure whereby a reward or privilege is taken
away when misbehavior occurs. Fining someone for swearing or telling
quarreling children they can't go to a promised movie are response cost
procedurq used to reduce swearing and quarreling.

Negative Practice is a procedure in which a person repeats an inap-
propriate behavior to the point of fatigue or satiation. This is sometimes
successful in reducing the subsequent frequency of the behavior. When
a child picks flowers from a neighbor's garden, he is made to pull weeds
until weed pulling becomes aversive. Or a student is kept after school
and made to thtow paper wads over and Over Again in order to reduce
the habit during class. Negative practice is a form of punishment and
since many behaviors (fighting) should obviously not be practiced, this
procedure should be used with a great deal of caution.

Timeout (Nonexclusionary) consists of withdrawing positive rewards
for a specified period immediately following misbehavior. The person
remains in the room but is pest allowed to take part in activities. For ex-
ample, a child might be made to sit in a part olthe roora away from the
rest of the children for five minutes each time she grabs a toy from some-
one.

foncout (b.xclu.sionarv) is a Level III procedure. This is similar to
tusionary timeout, except now thc person is sent to a timeout

area in another room preferably one chat is well-lighted and well-
ventilated but bare and uninteresting. 1 he basic behind both
timeout procedures'is that a person Foes from a rewarding environment
to a safe but very dull one. This procedure is not to be confused with
*.icking a child in a closet, which is inhumane and totally inappropriate.
The duration of timeout should 1.t specified in advance. Two or three
minutes is generally sufficient :-or younger children; five to ten minutes is
usually plenty. Anything longer than 30 minutes should be avoided. If
misbehav ior is still occurring when time is up, the chile should remain in
timeout. Verbal instructions should be brief btit hrrn (no threatening or
nagging). I.inally, hale a back-up consequence ready, such as loss of
sonic privilege, if the child refuses to go to timeout.
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Verbal Reprtmands.are an all too familiar means of reducing
tiehaior. The line between reprimands and verbal abuse is precariously
thin, so they are considered io he a Level III procedure. At a minimum,

reprimands should I) focus on a specific behavior, 2) specify what needs
to be changed, and 3) be delivered calmly. Thus, "Stop that!" probably
will work less well than a calm "Don't throw the ball in here, you can go

outside and do that.
Overcorrecrion is a procedure in which a person is required to restore

and improse a situation that was disturbed by hivor her misconduct.

For example, if an adolescent repeatedly wears. his brother's clothes

without permission, he might he required to wash and iron what he has

worn phis seseral additional items from his brother's wardrobe. In addi-

tion, he might he required to apologize to all involved. However, most
of the time osercorreetion requires a person to practice the desirable

behavior repeatedly. In the case described, one would practice asking

permission oser and over. Both components of overcorrection (improv-
ing the situation and practice) should be performockat a high rate. Since

()scrim rect ion is a form of punishment, one should not be rewat Jed in

any w..y as he engages repetitively in one or both of its components.
Pi.ysiut Restraint consists of physically preventing a person from

moving his limbs or torso for ai prespevitied period (a few minutes usual-

I)). Ohs tously this method should he used only under extreme cir-

cumstances to present serious sell-abuse, physical harm to others, or

datnat-...-4-.4.--tw.perty. When using physical restraint, he alert to the
possihilitN that 'physical contact and attention to aggression, directed

toward self or others, could increase its strength or frequency.

General Guidelines for Reducing Behavior

When thing any reduction procedure to discipline children, keep
these rules In mind:

1. lie tam. but stay t..alvisc a low, steadyoiee). If you begin to

lose control, walk away until you calm down.
Respond as soon as possible,Lo a partly ular act.
Be consistent. Say whoir\ou mean and mean what you say.
Don't threaten and not follow through.
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.e 4. Save your feelings for later. Don't say how the misbehavior
makes you feel ("You're driving me crary").

5. A old over react tug. (Isually small rewards and punishers, when
part of a good plan, will work tine.

6. Whenever punishment is used, try to reward an alternative
behavior.

7. Above all, direct your criticism at a child's actions, lot at the
child personally. Statements like "What's wrong With you?" and
"Can't you do anything right?" do not get at specific action and
should be avoided.

Step Six: Rehearse Procedures,

Actually rehearsing a plan is better than just talking about it. This
calls for role playing all essential features of a plan before it is imple-'
mented. For example, in the case of a home-school contract for dealing
with aggression, rehearsal might include play acting the various aggres-
sive acts engaged in by a child (if this helps make the behavior clear to
everyone, including the child) and actually recording mock data on a
record card.

Step Stven:'Implement Plan

II rehearsal goes w ell, the plan should get off to a good start. In your
behavior change procedures, use plenty of social rewards (attention,
recognition, approval). When contrived procedures are gradually elim
inated (faded) in Step Nine, social rewards will help maintain gains.

Step Eight: Monitor Results

By continuing to observe behavior using the same methods that were
used 10 establish the haselin' .', you can assess how the plan is working
and make changes if necessary. Do not become impatient. It sometimes
takes several days for a plan to take effect; and it is not unusual for some
behav iors .10 get worse before they get better.
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Step Nine: Maintain Gains

This is a critical step since many otherwise successful programs break

down at this point. Only through continuous observation and the grad-

ual elimination of, contrived procedures can changes in behavior be sus-

tained.
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Behavior Analysis in Practice

In this are three examples of the nine-step process of behavior
analysis.. In outline form they show how the approach is used in dealing
with problems of aggression, lack of motivation, and classroom man-
agement. Background information on each case is not included.

Reducing Aggression: Too Much Behavior

Subject: Fifth-grade male with reputation as fighter

Define Behavior: Aggression: Includes hitting, kicking, grabbing

Estimate Amount: Frequency recording. Baseline: averaged about
40 incidents during gym and lunch period

Set Goals: Reduction of aggression during lunch and gym
periods to near zero levels

Six used in program. Bonus activities for good
progress

Identify Motivators:

Select Procedures:

Rehearse Procedures:

I. Social rewards for progress
2. Response cost removal of point for each

act (20 points given at beginning of each
day).

3. Home-school contract points exchanged
for rewards in home

Done in school and home

Implement Plan: Aggression init. ly increased
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Monitor Results:

Maintain Gains:

Uneven but gradual reduction over several

months to'average of about 3 incidents

Social rewards continued. Point system faded.

Subject earned bonus points for counting own
behavior. Complete self-control toward end of
project

Increasing Motivation: Too Little Behavior

Subject:

Define Behavior:

Estimate Amount:

Set Goals:

Identify Motivators:

Select Procedures:

Rehearse Procedures:

Implement Plan:

Monitor Results:

Maintain Gains:

Sixteen-year-old female described.ds "academ-

ically unmotivated"

Completion of less than 20% of homework as-

signments

Product recording. Homework a persistent
problem for several years

Increase homework completion in steps to
100%. Grades expected to improve t

Extra allowance and access to telephone, TV,

and family car especially strong

I. Social rewards

2. Physical arrangements for study changed

3. Homework assignments broken down into
units. Completion of units tied to minutes
on telephone or TV watching or car mile-

age.. Extra allowance used as bonus

Done with subject and parents

Parties enthusiastic at first

Many adjustments in plan needed. Homework

completion rose to about 70% and grades rose

from "U" to "C" level over course of year

Fading not feasible altered procedures con-

tinued into second year
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Group Management: An Unruly Class

--Subjects:

Define Behavior:

Estimate Amount:

Set Goals:

Identify Motivators:

Select Procedures:

Rehearse Procedures:

Implement Procedures:

Monitor Results:

Maintain Gains:

Twenty-three students in fourth-grade class
_ called, "unruly"

1) out of seats, 2) not facing teacher, 3) inap-
propriate activities

Frequency recording. Approximately two-
thirds of class engaged in inappropriate
behaviors during most of class period

Increase appropriate behaviors: 1) staying in.
seats; 2)' facing the teacher, 3) participating in
class work

Several potential activity rewards identified.
Four class leaders interviewed

1. Praise and recognition of progress
2. Points earned if everyone engaged in all

three appropriate behaviors when buzzer
on kitchen timer sounded on VI schedule.
Points exchanged for desired activities

Done with whole class. Support of class leaders
enlisted

Plan worked reasonably well from beginning

Appropriate behaviors began to dominate

Praise continued. Procedure faded, that js,
timer was replaced by teacher's "OK" delivered
at variable intervals for appropriate behaviors.
Points faded several weeks later
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A Word of Caution

Since human behavior is always more complex than any perception of

it, we must be both cautious andlhumble in our attempts to change it.

Although the approach outlined in these pages is a promising one for

chapging behavior, it is useful only i sbfar as it helps someone to live a

better life. Otherwise some other ap oach may be required.

Finally, let me urge you to continu your studies in behavior analysis.

Whether you are concerned with skit development, runaways, lying, '

stealing, shyness, fighting, or any othe behavior problem, you will find

the literature on behavior analysis hel ful.
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Sources for Additional Information
on Behavior Analysis

Research Press, Box 31779, Champaign, IL 61821.
This publisher is an important source for practical training and

teaching materials in behavior avalysis. It offers an extensive line of
books and media programs on .classroom management, special educa-
tion, counseling and therapy, and family life and parenting. Several
books and films focus on the strategies for increasing and decreasing
behaviors touched on in this fastback. One useful film is titled Harry, in
which we see a young man transformed from an uncontrolled, institu-
tionalized person to one capable of some adjustment outside the institu-
tion. Various techniques such as fading, extinction, and timeout are
nicely demonstrated. Write for a free catalog.

Several appliek' search journals regularly publish articles concerned
with behavior charge. The four listed below are recommended.

Exceptional Council for Exceptional Children, 1920 Associa-
tion Dr., Reston, VA 22091.

Behavior Modification, Sage Publications, 275 South Beverly Dr.,
Beverly Hills, CA 90212.

Behavior Therapy, Association for Advancement of Behavior Therapy,
Allen -'Press, Box 358, Lawrence, KS 66044.

Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, Society for the Experimental
Analysis of Behavior, Allen Press, Box 368, Lawrence, KS 66044.
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